
Toolbar is similar to Photoshop
 Note: this tutorial is an older version of InDesign,
but the tools are still the same. 
 

•Toolbar Shortcuts
•(V) selection tool
•(A) direct selection
•(T) type/text
•(F) frame tool
•(M) marquee
•(R) rotate tool
•(S) scale
•(E) free transform
•(H) hand tool

•Keyboard Shortcuts
•Cmd N = new document
•Cmd D = Place text or photo in box
•Cmd ALT R = corner effects
•Cmd +/- = zooms in and out
•Shift/Tab = Hides Palettes
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If any palettes don’t show up, Check them by
selecting them from the Window Menu
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Layout > Margins and Columns = set up columns for an
article or menu
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Choose number of Columns.  Must have at least 2, can 
have as many as needed based on your layout 
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Click on the Frame tool and drag out a text box.  All images and all
text sections must be in separate Frames.  Like Layers in Photoshop. 
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-Click on the Type tool, click inside the text box, and begin typing
-To change text must first select
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-Change Font, Size with Character Tab
-Change Justification with Paragraph Tab
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-Change Font Color with Color Tab
-Color must be in CMYK or RGB
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-To add pictures, drag a frame and push Command D
-Place menu will appear, find the pic you want to use
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-If picture is too big, right click with mouse on picture
-Select Fitting > Fit Content Proportionally
-To center within your frame choose Center Content also
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-Picture sized proportionally and centered in frame
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-Use Rotate tool to rotate pictures or text
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-To Feather pictures (give a fading look), right click on 
The picture and choose Effects>Basic Feather
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-Feather menu pops up change Width to get desired
look, check on and off Preview to view
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-To put drop shadow on a picture, right click on the 
Picture and choose Effects>Drop Shadow
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-Within Drop Shadow box make
adjustments as you like
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-To add color, make a frame, click the color box, and
Choose a color form the Color Tab
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-To add Corner Effects go to Object > Corner options
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-Choose an effect, adjust the Size, Preview by checking
box on and off
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-To move a picture or object behind another
Right click and choose Arrange > Send to Back
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+ means there is more text in the box
that is not seen, drag out box to reveal 
hidden text
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Spell check your work
Edit > Check Spelling
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Preview final work by pressing W
Or click on Preview mode on Toolbar
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